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On derivations in generalized matroid lattices
M. STERN

1. Introduction. The notion of a generalized matroid lattice (GML for short)
was introduced in [8]. A GML is a finite lattice L which satisfies the property that for
each join-irreducible element U<LL and for each element beL the transposed intervals [uAb, u] and [b, u\Jb] are isomorphic. The name "generalized matroid lattice"
stems from the fact that many properties of matroid lattices (=geometric lattices=
finite atomistic lattices with covering condition) can be proved in the original form
or in a somewhat modified form also for GMLs. For results in this direction we refer
to [8] and [2]. Similar results in a somewhat more general context appear in [7].
In the present paper we shall have a closer look on the uniquely determined lower
cover u of a join-irreducible element m(V0) in a GML. This lower cover u' will be
called the (first) derivation of the join-irreducible element u. Concerning derivations
of join-irreducible elements, we generalize in Section 3 some results of [6]. In the following Section 2 we deal with some basic facts which will be used in the sequel.
Acknowledgment. The author thanks the referee for his helpful remarks.
2. Some basic facts. By x<y we mean that x is a lower cover of y.
Dealing with finite lattices, we define an element u to be join-irreducible if it
has exactly one lower cover u' < u. In this context the least element 0 is not considered
as join-irreducible. The uniquely determined lower cover u' of a join-irreducible
element u will also be called the (first) derivation of u. By the /z-th derivation uw
of a join-irreducible element u we mean the element (w(n_1))'. The element t/(n)
exists exactly if the elemente u, u', u", ..., uin~X) are all join-irreducible. By J(L) we
mean the set of all join-irreducible elements of a finite lattice L.
We restrict ourselves now to the abovementioned class of generalized matroid
lattices.
D e f i n i t i o n , (cf. [8]) Let L be a finite lattice and denote by J(L) the set of all
joinirreducible elements of L. We call L a generalized matroid lattice (briefly:
GML) if the following isomorphism property (I) is satisfied:
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(I) For all uiJ(L) and for all biL
are isomorphic.

the transposed intervals [uAb, w] and [b, u\Jb]

The isomorphism indicated by this definition will be denoted by [uAb, w]s=
[b, uVb\. The isomorphism property 0) implies (upper) semimodularity in the sense
of [11.
L e m m a 1. [8, Theorem 3] A generalized matroid lattice is upper semimodular,
that is, the implication
aAb < a => b -< aVb
holds true.
By Lemma 1 the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition holds in a GML, i.e. all
maximal chains of an interval [x, y] have the same length (or dimension) which will
be denoted by d[x, >>]. This uniquely determined nonnegative integer d[x, y] is called
the length (or dimension) of the interval [x,y].
Using arguments concerning the lengths of intervals, we show now that in a GML
arbitrary join-irreducible elements and arbitrary elements form modular pairs in the
sense of the following
D e f i n i t i o n . Let a, b be elements of a lattice L. We say that (a, b) is a modular
pair, and we write (a, b)M, if the implication
c ^ b => (cVa)Af> = cV(aAfc)

(c€L)

holds in L.
L e m m a 2. Let L be a generalized matroid lattice. Then (u, b)M holds for each
join-irreducible element uU(L) and for each biL.
P r o o f . We show that the implication
cS b

(cVu)f\b = cV(uAfc)

holds in L. By [3, Lemma 1.4] it is sufficient to show that (u, b)M holds in the interval
[uAb, uVb]. We may therefore assume that uAb^c^b.
By the isomorphism property (I) we have
[uAb, w] = [«Ac, u] s= [c, c\lu\,
which implies
(1)

d[c,cVu] = d[uAb,u].
By the isomorphism property (I) we have moreover

which yields
(2)

[uAb, u] = [uA{bA(c\/u)}, u] =

[AA(CVM),

wV{M(cVw)}]

d[bA(cVu), «V {¿>A(cVu)}] = d[uAb, «].
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Furthermore we have
(3)

c ^

¿>A(CVM) S

HV { ¿ A ( C V « ) } S

i/Vc.

The relations (1), (2), and (3) together imply now wV {bh(c\l u)}=u\J c and
c=6A(cVw). This latter equality together with the trivial c=c\J(uf\b) implies
the assertion.
We remark that Lemma 2 has also been proved by other methods in [8] and [2].
Finally we shall need
L e m m a 3. Let L be a generalized matroid lattice, u£j(L), a€L and u'\/a-<.
<u\/a. Then
u'\la<u\la.
P r o o f . From u'Va<uMa it follows that u-^u'Ma. Hence it follows that
MA(M'Va)=u'<u. By the isomorphism property (I) we have then
[«', u] = [uA(u'Va), «] ~ [u'Va, uV(u'Va)] = [u'\Ja, u\Jd\,
that is,

u'\]a<uVa.

3. Properties of derivations. In this section we generalize some results of
[6]. For other properties of derivations in a generalized matroid lattice we refer to [8].
T h e o r e m 4. Let L be a generalized matroid lattice, and let u, ux, ..., uk be
join-irreducible elements of L. Moreover, let u S ux\l ...\/uk where the join
ux\J... V«jc is (without loss of generality) assumed to be irredundant, and suppose
u^u1y...yui_1Wu'i\/ui+1y...\Juk
holds for all i (1 sSiSA:). Then
u' 3= «;v

...Vuk.

P r o o f . If we had
UIVH2V ...VW* =

u^u^M ...Nuk

then it would follow that
u =§ « I V W A V . - . V « * =

«IV«2V...VWT,

contradicting the assumptions of the theorem. Hence we have
UIMU^M . . . V W F C < «XVWGV . . . V W T .

By Lemma 3 we obtain now that
(4)

Moreover,

M

IV«2V...V«LK-<

u $ t/iV"2V...VM* implies by the isomorphism property (I) that
[ K A ( « I V " 2 V . . . V « * ) , u] ^

T

«IVM2V...VMT.

[U;V«2V...VW*, K1VM2V...VH*].
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Because of (4) we obtain from this that
(5)

wA(wiVw2V...ViO -< u.

But u is join-irreducible and has therefore exactly one lower cover u'. Hence (5)
yields
u' = MA(«iV«2V...VM») S u\Mu2y

...yuk.

Similarly, one shows that also
-

...

M'S M1V...VMy_1V«;VMJ+1V...V«)t

holds for j = 2, ...,k.

Thus we get
u'm

(6)

A

j=i

(u1V...\/uJ_1Vu'l\Juj+1\/...Vuk).

We show now that
(7)

A (u1V...Vuj_1Vu'J\/uJ+1V...\/uk)
i

= u[\J ...\Ju'k

holds. Because of (6) this already implies the assertion of the theorem. In order to
prove (7) we define for the sake of brevity
_

def

u m = u1V...VMm_1VMm+1V...VM(i.
According to the assumptions of the theorem we have umV
again Lemma 3 we get

um. Applying

U m V U m < "lV ...VW*.

From this we obtain by the isomorphism property (I) that
Vu

holds. Since um is join-irreducible, we have therefore
(8)
We now define

umA(u1V...Vum_1\/u'mVum+1\/...Vuk)
* m = "iV...VMmVM;+1V«ni+2V...VMk,

= u'm.
zm =

um+1,

ym= M i V . . . v w ; v « m + 2 v . . . v « t
with m = \, . . . , k - \ . Since we have ym^xm, Lemma 2 implies (zm, xm)M.
means that we have
(9)

.

.

(ymVzm)Axm

=

ymV(zmAxm).

This
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According to the definitions of zm and xm we get from (8) the equation ••.
(10)

zmAxm = um+1.

Substituting (10) in (9), by the definition of ym we obtain the relation
(ymVzJAxm

= u^

...Vu'mVum+1Vum+2\/...\Zuk.

This implies in particular
( t t V z J A x ! = (MiV«2VM3V...VMk)A(«1VM2Vw3V...VMk) =
= MiVM2V3V--.Vwfc = y2Vz2.
Hence we obtain
(y*VzJAxt

= («I V «2 V1/3 V... V uk)A (WX V M2V u3M W4V ... V H*) =
= U^U^U^UiM

...\]uk.

Continuing this procedure, we obtain finally (7) and the theorem is proved.
Now we consider as a special case those GMLs in which every join-irreducible
element is a cycle. (By a cycle we mean a join-irreducible element z for which the interval [0, z] is a chain). To these lattices we apply the preceding theorem in order to
obtain an estimation for the dimension (=length) of a cycle. We remark that other
properties of these special GMLs are considered in [4] and [5] in a slightly more
general setting.
C o r o l l a r y 5. Let L be a generalized matroid lattice in which every join-irreducible element is a cycle. If z,zx, ..., zk are cycles of L and if z ^ zxM ...\lzk, then
d[Q, z] == max d[0, Zj] (1

7 == k).

P r o o f . By Lemma 1 the lattice L is upper semimodular. Hence the interval
[0, zxV ...Vzfc] is also upper semimodular. The function dintroduced in the preceding
section is therefore a dimension function on the interval [0, z1V ...Vz t ]. Thus we have
d[0, z] ^ d[0, ZjV... Vzfe] s J d[0, Zj].
j=1

Without loss of generality we may assume that no z
by a cycle yj-^Zj in such a way that

c

a

n

be replaced

z s z 1 V...Vz J ._ 1 Vj J -Vz J . +1 V...Vz t
also holds. This yields in particular that every derivation zf y (n= 1,2, ...) of Zj
satisfies the relation
(11)
z $ z 1 V...Vz;_ 1 Vzj">Vz; +1 V...Vz t .
•
. . ,
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Moreover, the join representation zx\!...y zk must be irredundant. Otherwise we
would have a relation
z si z,V...Vz,._ 1 Vz y+1 V...Vz t
contradicting (11) since there exists a natural number m with
z(f=0.
Hence all assumptions of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Since all join-irreducible
elements are cycles, Theorem 4 can be applied repeatedly. This yields for the /i-th
derivation
(12)

z(n) S Zin)V...Vz^n).

Putting f = m a x d[0, Zj] (1 sjsk)
obtain therefore

we have zf=0

(ISj'^fe). Because of (12) we

z (,) S Zi'V-.-Vz»0 = 0,
that is, z ( o =0. This implies d [ 0 , z ] ^ t which proves the corollary.
We remark that Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 were proved in [6] for the special
case of modular lattices (of finite length) in which every join-irreducible element is
a cycle. It should also be remarked that our proofs carry over without alteration to
the case of lattices of finite length with isomorphism property (I).
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